FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Sun Auto Tire & Service Successfully Executes 2021 Expansion Strategy, Looks to
Continue Momentum into 2022
The Latest Addition of Four Brands, Consisting of 119 Locations in Nine States, Concludes 2021
Acquisitions

PHOENIX – December 14, 2021 -- Sun Auto Tire & Service, Inc. today announced the
acquisitions of T.O. Haas Tire & Auto, Bruce’s Tire & Auto Service, Plaza Tire Service and Delta
World Tire. Servicing Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, northern and central California, Missouri,
southern Illinois, western Kentucky, northern Arkansas, Louisiana and Mississippi, the addition
of these brands brings Sun Auto Tire & Service’s holdings to more than 350 locations. These
acquisitions also mark the portfolio’s expansion into nine new states.
“When approaching well-known local, independent brands, we evaluate to determine if the
potential acquisition would strategically position our company to further the overall portfolio.
These four tire-focused businesses perfectly align with our accelerated geographic growth,”
said Tony Puckett, CEO, Sun Auto Tire & Service. “Our passion is to create outstanding customer
service experiences across all locations, and these trusted partnerships will allow us to cultivate
existing relationships and create new ones in order to be the nation’s leading provider of
quality aftermarket automotive repair and tires.”
In 2021, Sun Auto Tire & Service purchased 11 automotive service brands, establishing
themselves as a coast-to-coast automotive service organization by entering 12 new states and
adding a total number of 180 store fronts to its portfolio.
“Acquisition opportunities are the cornerstone of our growth strategy, and we take pride in
partnering with successful brands, ranging from one to 70 locations, that help to strengthen our
identity as the most reliable company in automotive care,” stated Chris Garman, Vice President
of Business Development, Sun Auto Tire & Service. “We believe in the value of each acquisition
and understand the strong history that accompanies them. Leveraging the power of local

brands and retaining the employees, combined with investing in systems and bringing
purchasing power, we add to their success and their local reputations.”
Puckett continues, “2021 has been a year of rapid growth in new and existing markets, and
although our industry has faced challenges over the past few months, our trajectory going into
2022 is strong as we look to expand our presence across the country.”
About Sun Auto Tire & Service, Inc.
Sun Auto Tire & Service, Inc. is a premier provider of vehicle maintenance, repair, and tire replacement
serving 17 states. Sun Auto Tire & Service continues to expand its presence throughout the United
States and is entertaining acquisition discussions with operators who wish to preserve their companies'
legacies while leveraging the benefits of shared resources and technology to grow their businesses.
Learn more at www.sun.auto.
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